F L U I D

Fluid collection has two typologies of product:
Total Beads (FL11 to FL38): realized thanks to a unique experiment that combines a revolutionary way to print the designs
with a total coating of glass beads. The result is incredible on two
counts: a wider color range (every design is composed by more
than 14 different tones of colour) and an exceptional 3D effect.
These aspects, united with the fluency of the designs, make the
product as if it is re-emerged directly from the water.
Design Beads (FL41 to FL58): using the most popular technique invented by Italreflexes in 2008 with Axiom collection, the
sophisticated modern designs, made of glass beads, are printed
on a non woven background, giving the impression that the
drawings are made of tiny water droplets attached to the surface.
Both ranges are better enhanced using a frontal light.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

TE C H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

A fascinating collection that takes inspiration from the suggestions created by the interplay of the light with the water,
and from all the natural elements on which it is reflected.
The designs are liquid and the colors glide on the wall as the
watercolors on a painting. The addition of glass beads, on
top of everything, makes stronger the perception of being in
front of vibrant elements in motion, as the sand dragged by
the waves, or the plays of light on water, ruffled by the wind.
Fluidity is the core of this collection, which it will be
transferred on your walls donating to the interiors the
charm and the peacefulness of the underwater world.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924916565
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria

BLOWN GLASS
FL12

FL13

FL14

FL15

FL16

FL17

0 cm / 0” → | 0

FL11

FL18
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

COBBLES

FL41

FL43

FL44

FL47

32 cm / 12.6” → | ←

FL42

FL48

101 cm / 39.7”(±3%)

SCRATCH

STRIPED CANVAS

FL21

FL51

FL53

FL22

FL52

0 cm / 0” → | 0

FL24

FL54

FL25

FL56

FL26

FL58

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

FL28

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

FL23

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

FL27

DAMASK
FL32

FL33

FL34

FL35

FL36

FL37

93 cm / 36.6” → | ←

FL31

FL38
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

